The topic of this paper reflects Everett C. Hughes' interest in the institutionalization process and, more generally, his cast of mind, which makes taken-for-granted aspects of social life problematic. In thinking about any topic, he ranges widely for data. He made me familiar with a wide variety of information and sources of data and, more importantly, he fostered my taste for such comparative considerations—exemplified in this paper. In conceptualization, he manages to capture significant aspects of a broad phenomenon, yet retains a concreteness which never lets one forget the people and their conduct upon which the abstractions are based. I think this is true for at least some of concepts in this paper. Finally, Hughes has always noted the ways in which aspects of social life are interconnected, in disorder as well as order. Dilemmas, inconsistencies, and paradoxes, consequently, are frequently noted. That perspective, I hope, also enlightens my analysis.

The establishment of organizations is problematic. Certain kinds of organizations are established at given places but not at others, at given times but not at others. Organizations producing industrial products are not established at the high rate desired in developing societies; new religious sects spring up at certain times; trade unions flourish in one period of American history and not at another; a large number of government agencies may be enacted in a short time; or the number of international nongovernmental organizations established increases, but at a varying rate.
Variations in the establishment of organizations have been accounted for by one or even several factors: by the appearance of particular leaders or ideologies, or by changes in the level of economic prosperity, of political repression, or of the social demand for a product which could be produced by an organization. The factors selected vary from one kind of organization and societal condition to another. To make comparable analyses of the establishment of different organizations, a comprehensive framework is needed, a framework based on a comprehensive view of organizations. 

I am not attempting that but am basing the analysis upon one fundamental organizational characteristic. At a minimum, organizations consist of people carrying out different activities which are so coordinated and interdependent that the combined activities yield some common output. In this paper, I will examine some of the implications of this partial definition for understanding how organizations are established. I begin by discussing the differentiation of activities within organizations.

Organizations, Activities, and Categories of Participants

With greater or lesser division of labor, people act in organizations to produce goods or services. First, some participants are primarily engaged in direct producing activities. Among their activities in an organization, workers alter material so it more closely resembles desired products, nurses dispense pills which presumably speed the recovery of patients, members of a voluntary association socialize and pass resolutions, and professors teach. These producing activities need supporting activities: servicing or advising the persons engaged in production and maintaining or supplying the material used in the production. All these activities must be coordinated and the relationships

between the organization and its environments mediated. There can be no continuing production unless the output is consumed by someone, be they patients, clients, customers, the public, or the organization's own members. Finally, to maintain the producing, supporting, and coordinating activities, paying or contributing activities are needed.

Often, two or more of these activities are conducted by the same category of persons. A religious sect or other small, expressive, voluntary association is the most extreme in this regard: the same people may produce, contribute, and consume. In many kinds of organizations, those who consume the output also do at least some of the contributing; such people are generally called customers. For these organizations, part of the contribution for capital goods may be provided by still other persons—investors. These people may also carry out some coordinating activities; they are generally called owner-managers.

In other kinds of organizations, the activities are divided among many different categories. Consider a public welfare agency. Producing, supporting, and coordinating activities are conducted by different sets of employees. Other persons, the clients, consume the services. Still other persons (or some of the same people in another role or at another time) pay for the service. Differentiation goes even further in the case of a prison or school. In these kinds of organizations, there are direct and indirect consumers. In a sense, the prisoners or the students directly consume the producers' services; but others in the society benefit from the incarceration and training of the direct consumers.

In this brief discussion, and perhaps in the nature of the beast, the distinctions and combinations set forth are not without ambiguities. For example, what an organization's output is can be debated. I think that it is most useful to consider that the output of the organization is the goods or services which the producing component turns out. This, of course, is not the same as the purpose of the organization. The purpose is to a large extent the rationale used to legitimate the organization's activities to significant others. For example, in this society the "owners" of a business organization may assert that the purpose of the organization is profit; but the organization's output is not profits and the owners are not the consumers.

Organizations differ not only in the sets of activities which are combined or differentiated into different categories, they also differ in which activities are considered to be within the organization. This is particularly true of the consuming and paying activities. These are generally included in religious organizations and excluded in industrial corporations. Which activities are included within the organization and which are combined obviously has great


2. Several other characteristics need to be included in a definition of organizations to differentiate them from primary groups such as families or peer groups on the one hand and societies or subsystems such as an economic market on the other. Characteristics such as size, specificity of roles, common goals, rationally ordered activities, and others have been suggested. Emphasizing one of these characteristics would lead to another set of implications for the study of organizations.
relevance for the basic structure of the organization and the relations of various components within their environments. The relationship between consumers and other component categories is illustrative. When the direct consumers are also contributors, their bargaining power relative to the producers and coordinators is much stronger than when the consumers are not also contributors. If the direct consumers are within the organization but do not themselves control payment for the services received, the possibility of a "total" institution arises.\(^3\)

Changes in the combination and location of activities are fundamental alterations. For example, when investing and coordinating activities, combined in the owner-manager role, are separated, the investing activities are generally no longer considered within the organization.\(^4\) This marks a basic modification of industrial organizations. Therefore, too, struggles often involve the inclusion or combination of various organizational activities; witness the efforts of students' parents or of welfare clients to attain greater representation within schools or public assistance agencies.\(^5\)

The boundary between members and nonmembers of an organization may be contested and may shift. It is useful to have a full map of the possible members to note such issues. Furthermore, limiting organizational analysis to categories of persons who the core-members, the law, or the general public define as members, handicaps comparative analysis. Thus, customers of a business organization, clients of a welfare agency, or even students in a school may be excluded. Yet the inmates of a prison, the parishioners of a church, the patients of a mental institution would not be excluded. The producers of the organization's goods or services would be viewed differently according to whether one does or does not consider their relationship with consumers as well as other organizational components. In studying the establishment of organizations, at least, it seems necessary to take all activities into account.

Other implications follow from this analytic view. An organization is not only an entity with a single overall purpose which meets some societal function.\(^6\) The people carrying out different activities have different interests, make different demands on the organization, and hold different views of its purpose. Herein lies the source of many of the conflicts and dilemmas of prisons, schools, welfare agencies, and even voluntary associations and business enterprises. Thus, John L. Lewis, of the United Mine Workers, could argue that coal miners should receive adequate income and welfare benefits; the price of coal to consumers should not be subsidized by the financial and physical impoverishment of the miners. In other words, the purpose of mining companies is not only the production of coal or profits. Providing a decent standard of living for the workers is an essential objective, even if this should mean increasing the cost of coal so that fewer persons could afford to consume it.

The maintenance of an organization depends upon the balance of interests of the component categories. This may be buttressed and circumscribed by some shared understandings regarding organizational purposes and by the power differences—both legitimate and illegitimate—among the components. The balance of power among the various organizational components is a crucial characteristic of the organizational structure. It is a major determinant of the organizational outputs and of the exchange relations within the organization and between the organizational components and their environments.

Attention to the activities of organizational components aids in understanding how the environment affects organizations. Persons carrying on any given set of activities in an organization are drawn from a pool of potential incumbents of that category. Their scarcity, cohesiveness, other commitments, value orientations, and their status and power relations outside the organization, all affect their power position within the organization and the purposes for which they exercise that power.

The Process of Organizational Establishment

The general process by which organizations are established involves three interrelated aspects which can be analytically distinguished. These are: (1) the interests of potential members of each organizational component, (2) the appropriateness of an organization as a means of satisfying those interests, and (3) the mobilization of resources necessary to form the organization.


5. The current efforts to have poor persons participate in formulating and executing the programs directly affecting them is, in part, an effort to redress the imbalance which otherwise exists between recipients of welfare programs and the persons providing assistance. See, for example, Louis A. Ferman, Joyce L. Kornbluh, and Alan Haber (Eds.), *Poverty in America* (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1965). On efforts of functionaries to maintain organizational boundaries, see Howard S. Becker, "The Teacher in the Authority System of the Public School," *Journal of Educational Sociology*, 27 (1953): 128-41.

Interests of Potential Members

Potential incumbents of each component category have a variety of interests among themselves and in relationship with other potential organizational components. The distinctions which are relevant and yet sufficiently general for the problem posed in this paper are among like, common, complementary, and conflicting interests. Like interests exist when persons have similar goals and the attainment of those goals by some persons does not necessarily diminish their attainment by others. Common interests exist when persons have goals whose attainment is shared so that some persons cannot approach that goal without the others doing so. Complementary interests exist when two or more persons or sets of persons each have goals whose attainments can be approached by the exchange of other values each has. Conflicting interests exist when two or more persons or sets of persons have goals such that, as one attains his, the other’s attainment is diminished. This is most clearly the case when two parties want the same thing and what they want cannot be had by both parties at the same time. Conflict of interest may also exist if the parties disagree about how one of them is supposed to act or think. The former kind of conflict of interest might be conceptualized to include the latter if one argues, for example, that in a hierarchical relationship the superordinates want to control certain actions of the subordinates and the subordinates want to determine the conduct themselves. In any case, conflict based upon lack of agreement as well as agreement about some desired state should both be recognized. Obviously, in an concrete relationship, like, common, complementary, and conflicting interests will be present, but the relationship may be characterized by the relative significance of the different kinds of interests.

Various combinations of interests form the bases for the establishment of organizations. In the case of voluntary associations, like or common interests are the most frequent underlying basis. As a number of people discover they have like or common interests, they join together to express them or implement them, as in a religious sect or in a businessmen’s trade association. The relatively slight differentiation among categories carrying out organizational activities does not necessitate or permit dependence upon extensive complementary interests for establishment. Even in such cases, however, some complementary interests are to be found, at least between leaders and followers.

In highly differentiated, non-coercive organizations, such as professional service organizations or industrial-manufacturing organizations, complementary interests are crucial. Members of different categories of an organization enter for different reasons and with variations in resources; consequently, they have the bases for exchange relations.

Persons with conflicting interests may be in the same organization if their other interests overweigh the conflicting ones or if the power differences are so great that one or more component category can coerce others to enter the organization. For example, under Tsar Peter of Russia, serfs were sometimes forced to work in some of the first industrial enterprises; on the other hand, the power of the Mafia in Sicily has been great enough at times to prevent certain law violators from entering prison.

It is useful to distinguish between objective and perceived interests. Without getting involved in the complexities of the distinction, I wish only to note that the circumstances external to the individual may be distinguished from the individual’s perception of those circumstances. Objective interests are those external conditions which, aside from the orientations of the persons in the situation, affect what they want. Perceived interests are what the persons feel they want. The two are related, by definition; the lack of correspondence between objective and perceived interests arises from the orientations persons bring with them into a situation and which give the external conditions less salience or place them in a different context than an outside observer might anticipate.

Like objective interests exist for persons who are in similar circumstances. For example, when governmental organizations institute programs which directly affect particular categories of persons, the persons in those categories are placed in a similar condition. If, furthermore, the general policies of the governmental organizations are subject to influence by these persons, then they have common objective interests. Thus, trade associations rapidly increased in the United States in the early New Deal era and European trade associations increased very quickly when the European Economic Community was established.

Objective complementary and conflicting interests are more complex matters to describe. The conditions now must refer to more than one category of persons; they pertain to the relationship between two or more sets of conditions. In the case of complementary interests, the conditions must include the availability of resources for persons in each category that may be valuable to persons in another category. There is a wide variety of such resources: for example, money, labor, deference, knowledge, and affection. The value of such resources is partly, but only partly, affected by the subjective states of the potential traders. Conditions may be structured to affect the value of a

7. MacIver and Page use these concepts, but somewhat differently defined, in discussing the establishment of associations; see Robert MacIver and Charles H. Page, Society (New York: Rinehart, 1949), esp. pp. 32-33, 437-43.

8. This distinction is similar, but more general, than the distinction between latent and manifest interests discussed in Dahrendorf, op. cit., pp. 173-79.
resource, as when a colonial power insists upon collecting taxes in the form of money and thus makes money, presumably coming from employment, valued. In addition, to the availability of resources in the conditions, the conditions must be so related that exchange can take place.

Conflicting objective interests exist in several different kinds of relationships between sets of conditions. For example, they exist when two sets of conditions make the same resources valuable and the resources are scarce or very limited. They exist when the imbalance of resources is so great that persons with few resources are coerced by persons with many more resources. They also exist when sets of conditions make persons want different things of the persons in one category. This is clearest when authority in some sphere induces those in authority to try to extend their control or when those with less authority try to attain more autonomy.

In considering the perception of interests, cognizance must be taken of the different kinds of interests. In the case of like interests, the persons in a like objective condition must each recognize his own individual interests and that others in the same situation have similar interests. In addition, for common interests to be perceived, the persons must also see that some external condition can be altered to their collective benefit. Since complementary and conflicting interests can be defined only in terms of a relationship between two or more parties, recognition of those interests requires that persons see the interests of others in conditions which are complementary or conflicting to their own.

Many factors affect the degree to which persons in a similar objective condition perceive common or even like interests among themselves. Among the important factors, the following should be noted. The incumbents of the same situation have an opportunity for frequent and regular communication among themselves, as do workers in a factory; these communications among persons within a single category are salient and significant relative to those each has with persons in other organizationally relevant categories; moreover, the incumbents of a category have similar previous experiences, so that current experiences tend to be similarly perceived. Interests are likely to be perceived as common if, in addition, there is mutual dependence in carrying out day-to-day activities, if there are conflicting interests with other component categories, or if other organizations treat the incumbents as a single entity.

The factors affecting the perception of complementary interests have not been studied as extensively as has the perception of like, common, or conflicting interests. Furthermore, it is difficult to conceive of such interests independently of a particular organizational arrangement. Consequently, I will venture only a few general points at this stage of the discussion. Traditional expectations about possible complementary relations shape the perception of them. Thus, the expectation that workers will exchange effort for money can, under certain conditions, make both workers and employers view the other as having complementary interests. Innovative perceptions can result when individuals form groups based upon common interests: demanding some action they may have mobilized resources which can be exchanged for the provision, by others, of that action. Finally, in the case of crescive, rather than enacted organizations, the experience with exchange relations on a face-to-face basis may be readily perceived as complementary and as each component category grows, that perception remains.

In regard to the establishment of organizations, the point is that a variety of interests are likely to be involved—not merely like or common ones. Complementary interests, given the differentiation within organizations, are likely to be very important. Furthermore, given the differentiation, conflicting interests are inevitable. This makes even more essential the existence of important, objective shared, common and complementary interests, if the organization is to be maintained. In the case of crescive organizations, the development of the organization proceeds as participants discover their interests. In the case of enacted institutions, the objective situation must be accurately assessed at the outset if a viable organization is to be established.

**Appropriateness of Organizational Solution**

The establishment of an organization depends upon the appropriateness of that organization to the attainment of the goals, of all the component categories, or at least of those categories which have enough resources to establish exchange or power relations. For many goals, such as the enjoyment of a book or a drink, individual actions, noncoordinated collective action, or casual dyadic relations are sufficient and an organization inappropriate. For example, in France the cafe, the political party, the conjugal family, and the public park provide ways of satisfying some of the interests which in the
United States are met through some voluntary associations. Conflict between workers and managers, to use another illustration, can be expressed by workers forming organizations to present their claims or can be expressed by individual conduct which is reflected in absentee and turnover rates. In short, the appropriateness of an organizational form for the attainment of goals must be perceived, at least by those component categories which have the resources to induce others to perform the required activities, to establish an organization.

Whether an organization is an appropriate way to attain the goals of component categories does not depend only upon the goals. One level of activity or one kind of organizational arrangement rather than another may be appropriate. But the creation or the adaptation of organizational arrangements so that they are appropriate cannot be taken for granted. This is what is exciting about bureaucracy. Its special characteristics make it well suited to meet many diverse interests. Its emergence and development provide a form of organization which facilitates the achievement of joint objectives of several component categories. Thus a government agency can find greater public support and increased public willingness to contribute for services which seem to be efficiently, universalistically, and legitimately provided. Thus too, the agency can recruit incumbents of the producing category more readily than with previous organizational forms by making possible careers with the concomitants of security and advancement and by limiting and specifying the authority of superordinates.

When a new organization is being contemplated, the creation of an appropriate organizational form is subject to debate, bargaining, and compromise. This is particularly evident in the creation of international political organizations. If the organization is intended to accomplish a great deal, an elaborate organizational structure may be created in order to balance and represent the interests of many component categories and even of sub-units within the categories. Thus, the European Coal and Steel Community was organized with variously composed bodies: a Court of Justice, Council of Ministers, Common Assembly, Consultative Committee, and High Authority.

Underlying these considerations is the importance of the cost to potential organizational components of attaining their objectives through the establishment of an organization. As suggested above, this in part depends upon the availability of an appropriate organizational form. It also depends upon technological and social conditions. Thus, the availability of capital used to produce goods can mean that collaboration of various components in an organization yields a larger pool of resources for the components than would be the case if they cooperated with too little capital. The capital resources make worthwhile the organization’s establishment. Even the formation of voluntary associations depends upon the relative cost to potential members of acting together or separately. This is dependent upon the costs of communication and travel and the availability of resources to be so spent. The economic, social, and political conditions also helps determine what organizational form is appropriate for the peculiar balance of interests among the organizational categories. The history of the trade union movement is replete with unsuccessful efforts to establish a viable organizational form.

I have been writing of potential incumbents, but recognition must be made of the transformations in interests which occur once an organization is established. If an organization is to be more than a transitory phenomenon, it must be appropriate for the balance of objectives of the component categories. It is true that entrance itself often involves commitments which raise the relative cost of not being in an organization and this adds to the stability of every organization. But this is not sufficient to insure organizational survival. The organization must be appropriate to the objective interests of the participants while they participate. The establishment of an organization may transform the interests of component categories or add new interests, particularly in regard to the relations with other component categories. Categories of persons with conflicting interests may develop complementary ones after working together in the same organization; this is most likely if the power relations became more equal after the organization has been established. Industrial worker-management relations illustrate this. Members of a voluntary association who join with common interests may develop new complementary interests as the association becomes internally differentiated. The most significant differentiation is between the leaders and the rank-and-file members. The leaders, because of their coordinating activities both internally and externally, develop special perspectives and interests. Interestingly, this development often gives them some like and complementary, as well as conflicting inter-

14. H. H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills (trans. and eds.), From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology (New York: Oxford University Press, 1946), pp. 196-244. Some students of organizations have equated bureaucracy with organization. This either overestimates the meaning of the former or unduly restricts the meaning of the latter term.
ests, with leaders of other organizations. This may even provide the basis for a new level of organizations in which associations join together to form broader organizations.16

Transformations are inevitable once an organization is formed. Until it is functioning, its precise structure and actual products are not clear: they are obscured by exaggerated fears and hopes. Once established, the reality of the experiences with a functioning organization gives some basis upon which more realistic evaluations can be made. On the other hand, it is also true that the original arrangement among the component categories creates the framework within which transformations occur. This has been documented, for example, in studies of the Tennessee Valley Authority and the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.17

The organizational form must be appropriate to the interests of the various potential components, but the discussion should have revealed how complex this matter is. Potential members of an organization perceive certain benefits from participation; yet once they are participating, the benefits may be other than those anticipated. Herein lies the importance of considering objective as well as perceived interests. Misperceptions of conditions by potential members may result in the initial formation of an organization, but it will be short-lived, rudimentary, or only a step to another organization more adequately fitted to the objective conditions. Undoubtedly, most conceptions of organizations are abortive, many die in infancy, and few reach the maturity originally desired by the founders. For example, many employees dream of starting their own business, relatively few do so, and most of the enterprises which are started do not survive more than a year or two.

**Mobilization of Resources**

Given goals which could be appropriately served by the formation of an organization, its establishment still depends upon the mobilization of the necessary resources. Ultimately, the persons contributing to the organization must provide enough resources to compensate for the activities of the other categories of persons. How much they are willing to contribute depends upon how much they feel they need the organization's output and the cost of obtaining the service without an organization. For example, in a national survey in which adults were asked about prepaid dental care plans, a majority said they did not think a comprehensive dental insurance plan was a good idea for their own families.18 They explained that they had little need for dental care or that it would probably cost more than they already paid for private dental care. Among those who thought a prepaid dental care plan was a good idea, the proportion who were willing to join declined markedly when further conditions were specified: the premium or the restriction that service would be given only by participating dentists and the respondent's dentist did not participate. The decline was least marked among those who had the greatest dental needs or who did not have a regular dentist of their own.

The resources available for an organization does not depend only upon the proportion of the population desiring the organization's output. The absolute size of the effective demand is also important. For example, each of the fifty states in the United States has mental health programs, but in fewer than half of the states is there a separate and autonomous mental health organization; such an organization is generally found in the large and densely populated states. The establishment of a separate mental organization seems to be largely determined by the absolute size of the potential market for services and the public support for such services associated with urbanization.19

In short, some minimal effective demand is necessary for the establishment and maintenance of a given organization. This may be provided by varying ratios of the number of persons willing and able to pay for the output and of the amount each is willing and able to pay. When the consuming and paying activities are not conducted by the same category of persons, effective demand is not well indicated by the resources of the potential contributors.

The social or political effectiveness of the direct or indirect consumers is then critical.

What the minimal effective demand must be depends basically upon the costs of providing the output. These costs are determined by a wide variety of conditions, laws, and formal and informal control of resources in affecting the establishment of organizations. This also indicates some of the problems in determining the boundaries of any particular organization. See Louis Kriesberg, Mental Health and Public Health Programs: Their Relations in the Fifty States, National Opinion Research Center, Report No. 83 (Chicago: National Opinion Research Center, January, 1962).
factors. One factor in these costs is the effective demand of the categories of persons providing the organization's output; that is, what they require to perform the necessary activities. This partly depends upon their alternatives: what organizational participation costs them relative to other possibilities. This in turn is affected by organizational arrangements, as suggested in the earlier reference to bureaucracy. In addition, of course, the costs of providing organizational outputs are affected by the state of the relevant technology.

Technological and social conditions also affect the ease or hardships in communicating among potential organizational participants. These conditions, furthermore, affect the costs of establishing an organization and mobilizing the available resources of all the component categories. Thus, laws which prescribe certain activities increase the cost, sometimes prohibitively, of engaging in these activities—whether this be gambling houses or trade unions.

Given the complexities involved, the establishment of most organizations depends upon some persons playing an entrepreneurial or broker role, that is, a person or group must believe that the objective circumstances are such that the potential incumbents of each component category presently have the appropriate interests or will have them if the resources for a particular organizational arrangement are mobilized. This person or group must make this view sufficiently visible to gain the necessary support of potential incumbents in key categories. This is crucial in the mobilization of resources. The entrepreneurs often must be creative in seeing a viable combination of interests and an appropriate organizational form; at times, novel organizational structures may be necessary. Entrepreneurs do not have to be potential members of the coordinating category; they may be potential consumers, contributors, or even producers.

The formation of an organization requires the investment of resources: prestige, deference, power, money, time, and energy. Those contributing to the support of the organization must be numerous enough and possess sufficient resources to compensate for the activities of persons conducting other activities. If potential incumbents of any given category have relatively large resources, they can use them to induce others to fill the reciprocal categories. The members of the given category may then play the entrepreneurial role. Social, technological, political, and economic conditions all affect the amount of resources needed for the establishment of an organization and the ease of pooling and exchanging the necessary resources.


Conclusions

In writing of the process of organization establishment, I have not considered the steps or phases of the process but three mutually dependent aspects. Those aspects must also be considered in relationship to the component categories of organizations. The point of view and framework presented should help in explaining the variations in the establishment of organizations noted at the outset.

For example, consider the establishment of industrial organizations. Students of economic development have often stressed the interests of one or another potential component category. Thus, attention has been given to potential producers; this usually entails analyses of the social and economic changes which have made potential workers available for industrial employment. The enclosure movement or the disruption of cottage industries increases the relative attractiveness of industrial employment for the workers as it decreases what they can demand for their services. Other analysts have stressed the availability of entrepreneurs or of investors. A few analysts have even pointed to the importance of effective demand by consumers as a stimulus for the economic development.

The discussion in this paper should indicate that such emphases must be partial ones. The establishment of an organization requires inducing incumbents of all component categories to participate. The discussion also suggests the relevance of considering alternative organizational arrangements. Thus, the important role played by governments in many developing nations can be understood as a way of combining and coercing several sets of activities at once. For example, coordinating, contributing, and consuming activities can be relatively combined in one category when the state constructs a road or a steel mill. Such combinations of activities or the use of coercion may seem swifter than waiting for the development of conditions which will make potential incumbents of each category independently available for collaborative organizational effort. Other organizational arrangements may increase the attractiveness of participation by providing increased social rewards or decreasing social demands. Thus, worker participation in some management activities can be viewed as a reduction in the costs incurred by workers who might otherwise be more subject to power of their superordinates or as alternatives to worker-organization demands for other rewards.
In general, the multiplicity and interdependence of factors affecting the establishment of industrial organizations indicate some of the social obstacles in beginning industrial development. Once many industrial organizations are operating, even within a single city or region of a country, a critical mass can develop which creates new industrial organizations. Alternative organizational arrangements appropriate to local conditions have been developed. A reservoir of possible incumbents of each component category has been created for whom the costs of organizational participation are reduced after previous experience. If the organizations are successful, additional resources have been freed for further investment in industrial organizations.

In summary, the establishment of an organization can be likened to a game during which potential players reach an agreement about the rules by which later games will be played. In reaching the agreement, the players simultaneously assess their own interests and those of the other players and the relations between them, the relative costs of various ways of teaming together or not at all, and they weigh what they will give or demand for others playing different roles. Of course, some potential players have access to more resources than do others during the process of reaching an agreement. Once established, the balance of interests and organizational arrangements and the inclusion and exclusion of persons from the reservoirs of potential members constrain future activities of the component categories. Yet the very establishment and operation of the organization also transforms the participants. New interests and relations are established. None of the potential participants foresee all the implications and consequences of actual organizational operations. As a result, the game of remaking an organization continues as long as the organization exists.


22. For a discussion of how this may affect the likelihood of persons attempting to enter the entrepreneurial role, see Louis Kriesberg, "Entrepreneurs in Latin America and the Role of Cultural and Situational Process," International Social Science Journal (1963), 15(4): 581-94.